AV SOLUTIONS | HOUSES OF WORSHIP

Video & Streaming for churches, mosques, temples, synagogues and other places of worship

THE CHALLENGE
Places of worship use video to build relationships with
congregations and to reach out to the wider community.
Many live stream services to YouTube Live and Facebook to
engage with people who are unable to attend and to share
their message widely.
Houses of worship want to deliver a high-quality production,
but are concerned about their volunteers’ limited experience.
So they need production equipment that can be operated
with minimal training. This is where we can help.

For major ceremonies and festivals, they might hire an
events company with professional cameras. They may
need a new in-house production system to be able to
easily integrate with these camera feeds, reducing the
need for bringing in large amounts of external equipment
each time.
In addition to the streaming, in-house systems may well
deliver live video to screens around the venue.

THE SOLUTION
The best solution is to use professional video equipment that can produce results good enough for broadcast television.
However, the products we recommend are exceptionally easy to use...

A video mixer to switch your
camera angle, select PowerPoint or
recorded video

Cameras to zoom in on the
stage, pulpit or musicians

Stream video live to the Internet

Switch, record and stream at the
touch of a finger

Shoot videos to record ceremonies
and share your vision

All-in-one production, recording
and streaming systems
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THE INSTALLATION
Holdan has helped specify video projects from parish
churches to regional worship centres to provide highquality, reliable video production.
We understand what you need to work in challenging
lighting conditions, in listed buildings and in a short time
frame to deliver the results houses of worship need.
Most of the systems we specify can be upgraded to
accept more cameras, stream to more online channels
and give even more professional results.

THE OUTCOME
In our experience, high quality video production has two real
benefits. Firstly, the place of worship is instantly enhanced,
with congregations able to follow the service or ceremony
on the same screens which are already used for video
playback, hymn lyrics and other announcements.
Secondly, audiences local and global can watch services
live or on-demand at their leisure. This is great for outreach
projects and evangelism, to build relationships locally and
globally.
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